
How to Win REAL Business

from LinkedIn



How to use your personal profile to

attract new leads

What we'll cover:

What types of content to post to

get the best response

If you need the free or paid

version of LinkedIn

New features that will help you

get in front of the right people



A few things to know



LinkedIn is a NETWORKING

platform



People don't like

being sold to



More connections,

more like and more

comments doesn't

mean more success



Your market will buy when they are

ready to buy not when you are

ready to sell



It's not the best products/services

that win all the business - it's the

businesses that communicate the

clearest



the solution......
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Ever wondered

why some

posts do better

than others?



The algorithm



What you

want to say

What your

customers are

interested in

RELEVANCE

The Content Rule



Avoid making these

common mistakes....



Not being specific about

who you're targeting



Collecting connections



Looking for quick wins

instead of being in it for

the long term



Not being consistent



Take SMALL steps forward

Focus on LESS but BETTER



Introducing the
LinkedIn OTTER



Avoid Procrastination
Reduce Overwhelm
Save time
Increase results
and.......

Give you a PLAN

The OTTER will help you



OOTTTTEE RR





Imagine there was a club that gave you:

Resources that show you HOW to do it 

Focus and Accountability to help you

DO what you need to get done

A peer-led community for

support, guidance,

collaboration and networking

Help understanding WHAT you need to do



How important is marketing for your business? Do you recognise

you'd benefit from doing more of it? Would you value connecting

with a community where you can get more insight into how to

develop your marketing capabilities? If the answer is yes, yes, yes,

join The Curious Marketing Club

Here's what one member had to say:



When good.... then good

You'll also be supporting one of the UN's

Sustainable development goals....



www.charliewhyman.com/club



Access to my getting

started with LinkedIn

course

CRM dashboard

template on Trello

40% off 12 months

membership

Join as an Annual Member

today and get:



Join before the end of this

webinar and get a FREE

LinkedIn Profile Audit and

Recommendations for

improvement from me -

value: £250


